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In this book you will have the complete guide to 

the characters of Own Grown Kids. Containing 

everything you need to know about each and 

every character, from how to plant Tommy 

the Tomato, to how to take care of Chris the 

Carrot. This information, carefully gathered by 

evolves to become a ‘Super Vegetable!’

Get ready kids! With this handy guide you’ll 

be able to master almost any challenge that 

the evil veg eaters throw at you! 



Ho
w to read your handbook

Name: 

Type: 

Description:

 
Evolution: 

Chef: 

are you ready?



are you ready?

Don’t worry Sammy, you won’t be a 

seed forever! 

Sa
mm

y t
he seed:



Fa
rm

er Fred



Farmer Fred is in trouble!

- Tommy the Tomato

- Patricia the Pumpkin

- Steve the Strawberry

- Stacey & the Sugar Pod Peas

- Chris the Carrot.





Getting started!

www.owngrownkids.com

The tamagotchi and soil monitor can be bought 
from www.owngrownkids.com/shop.

ON YOUR MARKS......

Get set..Ready..GROW!



To
mmy the Tomato



Name: 

Type: 

Description:

Evolution: 

The heaviest tomato on record 
weighed in at 3.5kg, that’s 
more than the average weight 
of a newborn baby!

Master Chef Mirco:



Pa
tricia the Pumpkin



Pumpkins are made up of 
90% water and contain a huge 
amount of vitamin A! 

Master Chef Mirco:

Name: 

Type: 

Description:

 
Evolution: 



Steve the Strawberry



Strawberries are the only fruit 
with seeds on the outside of 
their skin, about 200 on each 
berry!

Master Chef Mirco:

Name: 

Type: 

Description:

 
Evolution: 



Stac
ey

 & 
the

 Sugar Pod Peas



Name: 

Type: 

Description:

 
Evolution: 

Janet Harris holds the world 
record for eating peas. In 1984, 
7175 peas were consumed in 
60 minutes using chopsticks.

Master Chef Mirco:



Ch
ris the Carrot



Name: 

Type: 

Description:

 
Evolution: 

We Brits eat our way through 
£290,000,000 worth of carrots 
every year. That’s around 100 
carrots per person!

Master Chef Mirco:



Th
e m

any faces of Chris the Carrot

Happy

Thirsty

Needs 
Sunlight



Th
e m

any faces of Chris the Carrot

The great thing about looking after your vegetables 
is that they tell you how they are getting on from 
your tamagotchi! Different faces mean they need 
different types of care and attention.

Needs 
Food

Sleeping

Dead!



Evolution!



The ability for the virtual characters to evolve will help 
children gain interest and understanding in growing. The 
opportunity to nurture and care their virtual vegetable into 

games on the internet with their Super Vegetable and Super 
Powers they have given them. In order to get to this stage 
the children must learn about the process of growing.



Superpowers!
When the vegetable gets to a certain stage of its life it will develop 
a superpower! Its the child’s choice to decide what superpower to 
give it, there is quite a long list to choose from..
-Super Strength

- Ability to grow, stretch, throw parts of the body.
and many more!!

Meet  Super Pepper:
Special Powers: 

from the enemies.
- As Super Pepper is hot he can shoot 



Super Chris the Carrot: 
Special Powers: 
- A drill attached to his legs so he can get away from the 
bad guys when they are attacking him.
- Hair which can strangle bad guys when being attacked.



.

Own Grown Kids went into a year 3 
classroom asking children to draw 
there favourite fruit or vegetable 
as a superhero. Asking to give their 
superhero one or more superpowers.  
Here are what they came up with...





Super Powers Included:

Su
pe

r C
arrot!





Sup
er

 Veg!





Bad  Guys
Mr Rabbit

Mr Rabbit and the gang are always in search of healthy and tasty food. 
Just as Chris the carrot found out...

NO VEGETABLE IS SAFE!!



Mr Rabbit

Mr Rabbit is the leader of the bad 
guys. His favourite vegetable is 
Chris the Carrot because it helps 
him see in the dark, which is helpful 
for Mr Rabbit as he doesn’t have 
any electricity!

You better watch out though, Mr 
Rabbit’s main strength is that he is 
very quick!

Type: Leader of the bad guy gang
Strength: Quick on his feet.
Weakness: Only has eyes for carrots
Favourite food: Carrots



Mr Fox is Mr Rabbits right-hand 
man. He is very cunning and 
clever. Farmer Fred has been 
outwitted many a time by Mr 
Fox, so watch out! Mr Fox hasn’t 
got a favourite vegetable as he 
will eat anything he can get his 
hands on!

On the plus side, Mr Fox can 
only go out at night time, so be 
prepared!

Mr Fox
Type: Mr Rabbit’s right-hand man.
Strength: Cunning, has outwitted 
Farmer Fred on many occasions.
Weakness: Can only go out in 
darkness.
Favourite Food: Mr Fox is a 
scavenger, anything he can get his 
hands on. 

Clyde the Caterpillar



Clyde the Caterpillar

Clyde the very hungry Caterpillar is very greedy, as he has to eat a lot before 

and tomatoes because they are very juicy and provides him with a lot of 
nutrients

The fact that he is the same colour as the food he eats makes it that little 
bit harder for us vegetable growers!

Type: A very colourful insect
Strength:
Weakness: As his so hungry he won’t 
know when to stop! 
Favourite Food: Strawberries or Tomatoes



Seb the snail is a slimy little creature! 
Recently escaped from France 
because everyone was eating him, 
so came to England where everyone 
is scared of him! Seb likes any 
vegetable or fruit that is sweet, 
so beware all you strawberry and 
tomato growers! 

Seb the Snail
Type: A very slimy insect.
Strength: Can protect himself with his 
shell.
Weakness: Seb is very, very, very slow!!
Favourite Food: Anything that is sweet, 
particularly strawberries.

Sid the Slug



Sid the Slug
Type: A disgusting leech of a creature.
Strength: Can blend into the mud to disguise himself.
Weakness: Very, Very slow and ‘sluggish’ 
Favourite Food: He will eat literally anything.

Sid the Slug isn’t the sharpest 
tool in the box. Being an 
Ancestor of Seb the Snail he 
inherits most of the traits that 
Seb possesses, in particular 
he is very lazy and slow. Sid 
will eat anything which comes 
into his path, whether it is good 
for him or not. This is a good 
way to catch Sid unaware, by 
placing poison in his path, he 
will more than likely to eat it!




